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In an effort to increase transparency around
recurring payments, Mastercard has announced
new billing requirements. While some of these
changes apply to specific e-commerce
conditions, nonprofits should be aware of
certain policies that will impact recurring
donation processing for donors using
Mastercard as their payment method.

Why the Changes?

The updates

Clearly disclose the terms of the trial offer and related
subscription/recurring payment plan at the point of payment.
For e-commerce merchants, the point of payment includes the
screen where cardholders enter their card credentials and any
screens that show a summary of the order (e.g. shopping cart)
before it is submitted for authorization by the cardholder.

Requirement #1

Engaging Networks recommendation

Make sure to include a recurring gift summary visibly
throughout the donation process, including on the
checkout and thank you pages. Note that linking to
another page does not meet the requirement, so relevant
copy should be included at the points of payment and
checkout.

 
Nonprofits have until March 21, 2023 to adhere to the requirements below. 
Take a look at the full details from Mastercard here (p. 185-186).

This document is for guidance only and should not be used as a replacement for
legal advice. Talk to your business process or legal department to ensure you
effectively meet relevant requirements.

https://www.mastercard.us/content/dam/public/mastercardcom/na/global-site/documents/transaction-processing-rules.pdf
https://www.mastercard.us/content/dam/public/mastercardcom/na/global-site/documents/transaction-processing-rules.pdf
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Send a receipt after every successful billing attempt that
includes instructions for how to cancel the subscription.

Requirement #3

Engaging Networks recommendation

Include receipt field inserts in the autoresponder email to
reflect the transaction details of the initial gift. For
subsequent recurring gifts, you can leverage the Annual
Receipting tool. 

Send a confirmation email at the time of enrollment that
includes the terms of the subscription and instructions on how to
cancel the subscription. *This does not apply to negative option
billing merchants offering a free or low-cost trial of physical
goods. 

Requirement #2

Engaging Networks recommendation

Include information in the autoresponder email to
summarize the recurring plan and include a link to your
Supporter Hub to manage or cancel the gift. If your
organization is not yet using the Supporter Hub, include
donor relations contact information and/or other details to
cancel accordingly. 

https://www.engagingnetworks.support/knowledge-base/annual-receipting/
https://www.engagingnetworks.support/knowledge-base/supporter-hub-step-by-step/
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Provide an online cancelation method (similar to unsubscribing
from emails).

Requirement #4

Engaging Networks recommendation

The Supporter Hub is designed to offer supporters a
self-service portal to manage their recurring gifts,
update their information, see their impact, and more. If
you’re not yet leveraging the Supporter Hub, please
reach out to your Account Success Manager to get
started. For those with active Hubs, please ensure you
include links to access the Hub in all recurring gift
autoresponders.

Admin view of the Supporter Hub 

Reference the Supporter Hub as available to ensure
cancelation details are consistently accessible.

https://www.engagingnetworks.support/knowledge-base/supporter-hub-step-by-step/
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For any subscription/recurring payment plan that bills a
cardholder less frequently than every six months, the merchant
must send a notification at least seven days, but no more than
thirty (30) days, prior to the billing date that includes the terms
of the subscription and instructions on how to cancel the
subscription.

Requirement #5

Engaging Networks recommendation

Recurring Gifts Processed Through Engaging
Networks

Through Marketing Automation, additional details for
recurring gift management, including how to cancel, can be
added to handle additional workflows, beyond post-donation
autoresponders.

Upcoming Update: 

In the Fall 2022 release, Engaging Networks will add the
ability to send notices to recurring donors in advance of their
scheduled billing to remind them of the upcoming charge
and include details on cancellation.
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This will be handled through Marketing Automation. For gift
management, those using the Supporter Hub are encouraged
to link to the Hub to take action on the recurring payment. 

Recurring Gifts Processed Through an 
External CRM

As of the June 2022 Release (4.4), an external API service was
added to help external providers leverage Marketing
Automation. In doing so, those processing recurring gifts
externally can then solve for the Mastercard requirements
through Engaging Networks. 

The additional endpoint enables adding supporters in bulk to
an active marketing automation in Engaging Networks. This
enables the option to provide advanced notice for recurring
transactions. 

Please consult with your CRM or gift processing system (i.e.
ROI Solutions) to ensure they are leveraging this API service or
are otherwise prepared to address these upcoming
requirements.

More Information
For more details or confirmation on your specific use
cases, or to get started with the Supporter Hub, please
reach out to your Engaging Networks Account Success
Manager or contact our Support Team.

www.engagingnetworks.net

https://www.engagingnetworks.support/contact-support/

